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The Artist
Taylor W. Henderson is a 
visual artist, graphic designer and 
content creator. Her mission is and 
has always been articulation. 
Taylor believes we all came to this 
earth to share a perspective only 
we could experience. Naturally, 
graphic design & brand 
development is her way of being of 
service in others’ lives and 
businesses for nearly four years. 
Passionate about function, 
versatility and capturing the 
essence of your brand, taylor loves 
to use design to express core 
values and project vision.



Elements Summary
Based in St. Louis, MO. - The client’s desire was to tie together 

peace, love and the city.

Souf Side is focused on investing in children in an 

overlooked community.  curating events and opportunities 

to take The culture and love on the south side of St. Louis 

and blend it with education,  mentorship and showing 

children what is possible for them as they grow up.

Custom hand, drawn font. 

Colors influenced by 

community, neutrality and 

groundedness. Love and peace 

used as a heart-shaped shield 

across the city’s most famous 

monument.



Elements Summary
just beauty is a dynamic, mobile beauty service. the founder 

has a passion for sharing self love and bringing out the 

innate beauty in us all.

the client desired to have a logo that was not cliche or 

attached to any specific side of the beauty industry, due to 

her diverse offerings and the butterfly adaptation of the 

script lended perfectly to her mobility and desire to 

transform.

Custom hand, drawn font. 

Colors a neon take of the 

timeless tiffany blue coupled 

with custom script and a 

modern icon mark. embodying 

a personal, free-flowing and 

light atmosphere.



Elements Summary
Latitude medical billing is a business revolutionizing the way 

medical companies connect with clients and successfully 

execute the billing process.

the client has made incredible impacts by using her decades of 

experience in engineering to build systems to increase return 

for companies as well as to positively impact customer 

satisfaction. the direction, calculation & expertise provided is 

illustrated by the iconmark of a compass.

custom typography logo with 

multi-layered vector compass. 

color selection based in the 

associations with strategy 

and calculations (Blue) as 

well as to represent  direction 

and action and “true north” 

(Red).

Custom hand, drawn font. 

Colors a neon take of the 

timeless tiffany blue coupled 

with custom script and a 

modern icon mark. embodying 

a personal, free-flowing and 

light atmosphere.
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Branding Elements Process Breakdown
I. Discovery Call

II. MoodBoard & Review Call

III. Draft 1

IV. Draft Updates (Final)

V. completion / Delivery

Timeline: 3 - 4 weeks
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Full Lockup iconmark

"Latitude Font" Base:

"Medical Billing" Font Base:

Simplified Brand Guide

Simplified Brand Guide

logos

logos alternative elements

alternative elements

copy of terms & file instructions



Themes Summary
I worked with 3 properties for over a year building a 

relationship with their audience on the core values of 

efficiency, strategy and humanity. The branding and 

marketing campaigns maintained a to the point energy 

with a hint of humor. I created the nerd glasses to play 

off of their nickname: the net lease nerds. The emblem 

went on to be incredibly iconic and noteworthy in 

conventions and amongst the industry. 

3 Properties is a commercial real estate 

brokerage with a twist. unlike the subjective 

nature of the CRE industry, these “Net lease 

nerds” focus on using data, emerging 

technology and real time, historically 

relevent metrics to speed up the investment 

process, reduce human error and help all 

parties get the most out of NNN investment.



Branding Elements
EMILY CUSMANO

3 PROPERTIES

(813) 448 - 1234 WWW.3-PROPERTIES.COM TAMPA l ASPEN l NEW YORK

I N V E S T M E N T  &  P R O P E R T Y  H I G H L I G H T S

L E A S E  S U M M A R Y
Annual Rent Monthly Rent

A N N U A L I Z E D  
O P E R A T I N G  D A T A

www.3-PROPERTIES.com

Tampa  |  Aspen  |  New York City  

DAVID SOBELMAN

ds@3-properties.com | 813.448.1234

TEAL HENDERSON

teal@3-properties.com | 813.235.5812

Outbound identity materials

Simplified Brand Guide



More Examples

HERE ARE SOME OF MY FAVORITE

LOGOS TO DATE. FROM LEFT:

DROPOUT PHILOSOPHY, THE PODCAST

TIGER HACKS, MIZZOU HACKATHON

FOOTWORK SKATE MAGAZINE

2ND LIFE STUDIOS

PACE REAL ESTATE, 

SWITCH ON COACHING



ONSWITCH

GET YOUR
SWITCH ON

S T U D I O S

More Examples



Based in St. Louis, MO. - The client’s desire was to tie together 

peace, love and the city.

Souf Side is focused on investing in children in an 

overlooked community.  curating events and opportunities 

to take The culture and love on the south side of St. Louis 

and blend it with education,  mentorship and showing 

children what is possible for them as they grow up.

Custom hand, drawn font. 

Colors influenced by 

community, neutrality and 

groundedness. Love and peace 

used as a heart-shaped shield 

across the city’s most famous 

monument.

twh@osdesignco.com

(813) 728 3372

Thank You...
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